Based on the large amount of Chinese-related basic vocabulary in Bai, scholars like Benedict, Starostin and Zhengzhang have claimed a special phylogenetic proximity between Bai and Chinese. In this paper we show that the Chinese vocabulary in Bai is stratified, forming successive layers of borrowings. We identify three such layers, describing the sound correspondences which characterize each of them: two Mandarin layers, one local, one regional for modern words; and an early Chinese layer, acquired during a long and complex period of intimate contact between Bai and Chinese, beginning in Han times and terminating in Late Tang, altogether a millennium or so. This last layer is subdivided into several sublayers. The remaining part of the vocabulary forms the Bai indigenous layer, whose affiliation is clearly Sino-Tibetan, without having any particular proximity to Chinese. In particular, the numerals '1' and '2' have etymological connections among non-Chinese Sino-Tibetan languages such as Jingpo, Sulung and Tangut. The numerals above "2" are Chinese loanwords and even the numerals "1" and "2" have less colloquial variants of Chinese origin.
In the course of analyzing the data, one of us (Lee Yeon-ju) discovered that the principle extended to disyllables too. This led to the formulation of the extended principle of coherence in Sagart and Xu (2001) .
"The initial, rhyme and tone correspondences on all syllables of one borrowed polysyllabic morpheme obey the same set of correspondences, provided the morpheme is semantically noncompositional" (Sagart & Xu 2001:16) This means that in borrowed disyllabic words, both syllables belong to the same layer.
Semantic noncompositionality was selected as a protection against hybrid forms, i.e. compound words with morphemes drawn from different borrowing layers. Such hybrid forms were not borrowed as units, but were assembled within Bai from morphemes borrowed at different periods. There are many such examples in Bai. An example is 'fist' sɨ33 tɕhuẽ55
where the first syllable, from Chinese 手 'hand', MC *syuwX, belongs to our early layer, while the second, from Chinese 拳 'fist' (Mandarin tɕ h yan35), is a Mandarin loanword. However, the great majority of borrowed disyllables in Bai are from a disyllabic Chinese word and the extended principle of coherence applies. This principle is a very powerful tool for working out the stratification of Chinese loanwords in a language like Bai, because each borrowed disyllable presents us simultaneously with two correspondences of syllable onsets, two correspondences of rimes and two correspondences of tones, all from the same layer. Tones are particularly useful for the purpose of discriminating between layers. In most cases, twotone combinations are distinctive enough to permit correct layer assignment, even in the case of varieties of southwestern Mandarin which are mutually perfectly intelligible, as we show below.
The present study is our final report on our work. It is based on our analysis of Bai disyllables, and it relies principally on the extended principle of coherence.
Bai syllables are C(G1)V(G2) (where 'G' stands for a nonsyllabic high vowel) in structure. Vowels are either tense or lax, and either oral or nasal. For an outline of Jianchuan Bai phonology, see Huang et al. (1992: 675-676, hereafter TBL; Xu and Zhao 1984  Bai tone 35 occurs only in recent Chinese loanwords in the Entering tone. See Table   3 for examples.
 42 has 'mixed creaky phonation' (聲門混合擠擦音), 21 has breathiness (氣化現象)
 All tones are compatible with lax vowels.
 Only tones 55, 33 and 21 are compatible with tense vowels.
Before we proceed to give a description of each layer of loanwords to Bai, we provide here some background on Chinese. Efforts to reconstruct Chinese have concentrated mainly on two periods: Middle Chinese (MC), a pronunciation system for Chinese characters embodied in the Qie Yun, a dictionary published in 601 C.E., which has good sound correspondences to modern dialects except Min; and Old Chinese (OC), the educated standard of China around 500 B.C.E. MC pronunciation is reconstructed by fleshing out the phonemic categories in the Qie Yun with sound values that can be regarded as ancestral to their reflexes in modern dialects. Although reference to modern dialects here is reminiscent of the comparative method, the MC categories are not derived through the comparative method. If the comparative method were applied to modern Chinese dialects, the result would presumably be a phonological system older than MC by several centuries. Such a system has not been reconstructed, however. The method for reconstructing Old Chinese is even more idiosyncratic: it takes advantage of the existence of two independent, yet convergent, bodies of information: (a) the rimes in the Book of Odes, and (b) the phonetic element in the Chinese script. The reconstruction of OC morphology relies on internal reconstruction.
The phonological evolution between MC and the modern dialects, especially modern Mandarin, has been abundantly studied. Before proceeding further it is necessary to describe here the evolution of MC tones and manners of articulation into SW Mandarin, a variety of Xu and Zhao (1984) is also clearly B1. Thus Jianchuan Mandarin is probably the source of B1 loans, and the period of borrowing extends at least from mid-or late Qing to the 1960s.
Not surprisingly, basic vocabulary items in this layer are very scarce: on a Swadesh-100 list, the only possible instance is 'claw' 爪子 tsuɑ21 tsɨ33, which fits the B1 correspondences, although it could also belong to layer B2 (see below).
The regional Mandarin layer B2
The disyllabic loans in this layer point to a 4-tone Mandarin dialect with the same general Yunnan Mandarin 4-tone systems are fairly stereotyped from the point of view of contours.
The tones in the provincial capital Kunming 昆明 (Wu et al. 1989: 114) and in Heqing 鶴慶, a county prefecture adjoining Jianchuan in the East (Wu et al. 1989:118) clothes; there are fruit names (banana, grape, tangerine) and domesticated animal names (donkey; mule) but no plant names. We conjecture that the source of B2 loans is 'standard'
Yunnan Mandarin, perhaps as spoken in Jianchuan county prefecture.
Basic vocabulary items in this layer are no more numerous than in B1: aside from 'claw', already mentioned, no Bai item in a Swadesh-100 list fits the B2 correspondences.
The early Chinese layer A.
We regard this layer as entirely borrowed from Chinese, like B1 and B2. This view will be justified in the rest of this paper. The disyllabic loans in this layer point to a non-Mandarin T0= 55 (word-initially, ex.: 'tadpole'), word-finally 33 Table 6 : Reflexes of MC tones in layer A disyllabic loans to Bai (the lower tone series is in gray).
In our original conference paper (see fn. 1) we gave full correspondences for initial consonants and rimes for this layer. However, as far as words of two syllables or more are concerned, in practice tone and initial consonant correspondences are enough for assignment to one or the other of our three layers.
In the table below, we give examples of layer A di-and polysyllables. Although layer assignment in monosyllables is more hazardous than in longer forms, we have added monosyllabic morphemes belonging to closed sets, such as the four seasons, the twelveyear cycle etc., when the entire set shows layer-A correspondences. In such cases the principle of extended coherence applies to the closed set paradigm instead of to a disyllabic morpheme. We define a layer of loanwords as the set of all the loanwords borrowed in the course of a continuous contact period, however long, between two languages. In the case of relatively short contact periods with intense borrowing, neither language normally has time to change significantly, resulting in compact layers with neatly statable rules of correspondence. Layers B1 and B2 are good examples. In the case of long contact periods, however, although one expects to see some continuity and stability in the sound correspondences, it is normal for both the languages involved in the contact relationship to undergo substantial phonological change during the course of the contact period. As a result the sound correspondences will change over time within the layer, defining a succession of sublayers. Typically, however, the boundaries between these sublayers cannot be drawn neatly, because the sound changes in both the donor and recipient languages will not be synchronized, and the more changes are taken into consideration when working out sublayers, the more complex and elusive the stratification becomes. Yet some aspects of the chronology of changes can often be recovered (see below).
Gloss
Layer A is a good example of a layer of borrowings acquired over a long contact period, with complex sound correspondences evolving over time. There is an element of continuity in the correspondences (thus, for tones: upper level 55; Rising 33; upper Entering 3̲ 3̲ throughout):
but this layer has more unstable correspondences than the two Mandarin layers, with variation between tones, initial consonants and rhymes. This can be illustrated by the triplet for 二 'two': ne̲ 33, ni21, za21: these three forms are all part of layer A in our analysis (there is also a reading in layer B1: a̲ 55, in 'Tuesday' and 'two-stringed violin'). (Pulleyblank 1991) , supposing the high front vowel had already been centralized under the influence of the retroflex initial in the donor Chinese dialect. The Bai forms for 'two' are further discussed below (Table 11 and text).
Future research may make it possible to better sort out the different sublayers within layer A, but for the time being it will be sufficient to show that layer A is at least distinct form the modern layers B1 and B2.
One local Chinese donor or several?
At first sight the relative instability of correspondences might suggest that our A layer was Chinese, a language of which little is known but which was perhaps based on, or at least influenced by, the speech of the western Han capital Chang'an (present-day Xi'an).
We can use linguistic data to gain an understanding of the upper date for the A layer by reference to events in Chinese phonological history: Old Chinese *l-and *hl-had changed to dental stops d-and th-, or to palatal continuants j-and ɕ-(depending on syllable type), by the end of the 1st century C.E. (Sagart 1999) , while Old Chinese *r-did not change to l-, filling the gap left by the first change, until later (Ferlus 2005 argues for a 4th-century C.E. date). We find in Bai no examples of laterals corresponding to OC laterals. In type A syllables, OC words with lateral initials show dental stops reflexes: t-for OC * a l-as in 'peach' 桃 tɑ42, 'platform' 臺 tiə42, 'ground' 地 tɕi21 (ti > tɕi through secondary palatalization) and in the ordinal marker 第 ti21; corresponding to OC * a hl-we find th-in 'iron' 鉄 the̲ 33, 'hear' 聼 tɕhã55 (thia-> tɕha-through secondary palatalization). Another set of words with OC lateral initials has x-in Bai: 'sky' 天 xẽ55, 'soup' 湯 xã55. The word 'field' 田 xẽ55 shows xcorresponding to * a l-, seemingly suggesting that the donor Chinese dialect had * a hl-in this word (MC den implies OC a l-). We will return to the reflexes of OC hl-later. In type B the most common reflex of OC * b l-is j-: 'oil' 油 jə42, 'shake' 搖 ju42. One example shows ɲ-:
'use' 用 ɲo̲ 21, reminiscent of the Yao form nlong (tone C2) 'to use' (Theraphan 1993 At the same time we find in Bai forms which represent OC *r-as ɣ-: 'strength'力 ɣə̲ 21, 'come' 來 ɣə̲ 21, 牢 ɣu21，搂 ɣəu42， 漏 ɣə 21， 柳 ɣə33. Preceding i and u, OC *r-is represented in Bai by j-and v-respectively: 'beneficial' 利 ji21, 'chestnut' 栗 ji̲ 21; 'deer' 鹿 vu̲ 21; 'dredge for' 撈 vu42. OC *r-is represented as Bai l-in later layers ('old' 老 lu33; 'rite' 禮 li33), as it is in MC and most modern dialects. Thus the first Chinese dialect that Bai borrowed from still had a rhotic for OC *r-: the change to l-had not yet taken place. These two elements, the fate of OC *l-and *r-in early loans to Bai, indicate a lower date no later than the 1st century C.E., when OC laterals had already changed to their MC values, while OC *r-was still a rhotic.
That Bai was already borrowing from Chinese by the end of the Han dynasty is confirmed by the fact that Bai maintains a distinction between OC *-u and *-aw in type A, as seen by Starostin (1995b) : 8 槽 tsu42, 草 tshu33, 撈 vu42, 抱 pu33, 早 tsu33 (< OC *-u) vs. 毛 mɑ42, 高 kɑ55, 桃 tɑ42, 刀 tɑ55, 盜 tɑ21 (< OC *-aw). In Middle Chinese, this distinction is lost, but it was still observed in Eastern Han rhyming (Luo & Zhou 1958 Other conservative features in the early part of the A layer
In the preceding section, we established an upper date for the A layer based on conservative features of the early part of that layer: having x-for OC * a hl-; having ɣ-, or v-, or j-(depending on vocalic context) for OC *r-; and maintaining a distinction between OC -u and -aw in type-A syllables. Here we add a few more (a full discussion of phonological stratification with layer A would require a monograph-size study):
 absence of palatal semivowel medial in 'division-3' words. Exx.: 'drink' 飲 ə33, 'bridge' 橋 ku42. Contrast 'lamb' 羊 ɲo42, 'immerse' 浸 tɕĩ21, 'water' 水 ɕy33 later in the layer.
Distinguishing the Div.-3 medial from a palatal main vowel is not straightforward, however. We will speak loosely of an early sublayer with conservative features, a late sublayer with innovative features and a middle sublayer where the two types of features overlap. The boundaries between these three sublayers cannot be defined strictly, but we give below (Table 12 ) a chart of doublets which can illustrate the internal stratification of Chinese loans to Bai, including the internal stratification of the A layer. We think of these three sublayers loosely as corresponding to the Han-Wei-Jin, Nanbeichao-early Mediaeval, and late Mediaeval periods respectively.
Characterizing the A-layer donor
We have argued that the Chinese donor language was a local (Yunnan) variety of Chinese which gradually became stratified through contact with successive varieties of standard
Chinese. There are in layer A some interesting phonological features which may serve as clues in characterizing that language.
The existence in layer A of two reflexes: th-and x-for OC *hl-is interesting. The situation is similar to Middle Chinese, where one has e.g. 隋 'shred sacrificial meat' read as *thwaX and *xwjieH, in GSR 11, a clearly lateral series. In Sagart (1999) , the normal MC reflex of OC * a hl-was considered to be th-, while MC x-was treated as OC * a q-hl-, with *q-an empty prefix: thus the two readings of 隋 would be reconstructed as * a hlojʔ vs. * b q-hloj(ʔ)-s. Sagart did not express much confidence in his reconstruction of a q-prefix, however:
'The evidence for this prefix is less abundant and varied than for the other prefixes; moreover, its functions have not been established. For this reason, I adopt it tentatively, as a measure making it possible to account for Middle Chinese reflexes while expressing xie-sheng and word-family connections.' (Sagart 1999:116) .
Another explanation for the duality of reflexes is dialectal: OC * a hl-would be reflected by thin one dialect, and by x-in another. It is well-known that the word 'sky' 天 had two readings in Late Han/Nanbeichao times, one beginning in x-and another in th-. Their geographical distribution was described in Liu Xi's Shi Ming as eastern th-versus western x-, as recognized in Baxter (2005b) . Given the geographical location of Bai, it makes sense that the local Han-time Chinese dialect would have pronounced Western features. That Bai does have x-in 'sky' and in two more words with OC laterals where Middle Chinese has th-('field', 'soup') supports the idea that the evolution of OC * a hl-to MC x-is a western dialectal feature.
 Reflection of OC -r as -n Baxter (2005b) identified the reflection of OC -r as another pre-MC phonological feature which shows east-west variation: the evolution was to -j in Shandong and adjoining eastern dialects, while in the center and West the evolution was to -n. An example of evolution of -r to -j is in 'west' 西, MC *sej < OC * a s-nər (Sagart 2004 , there written as * a s-nəl). The Western equivalent would be * a sen. Now the Bai word for 'west' is sẽ55, with nasal vowel, agreeing well with our hypothetical western form * a sen. This is another argument in favor of the idea that the local Chinese dialect had a western component.
We now discuss a couple of noteworthy forms: At least one of these morphemes: 'person' 人, has a segmentally identical variant with the expected 42 contour, in 'household' 人間 ɲi42 kã55. From the principle of extended coherence, it is clear that these items are part of layer A. Through the principle of coherence, the lower Level=42 feature can be ascribed to a sublayer of A which also reflects OC *r as ɣ- 9 The Mienic reflexes shown tone C, probably from an -s suffixed Chinese form.
('pen'), and yet has developed a palatal medial in division-3 ('human being', 'shake'). The 21 contour could be a variant of the 42 contour of lower Level, but the conditions of variation are not understood.
Lexical characteristics of the A layer
Loanwords in this layer are most numerous, more than twice as numerous as in layer B2. It contains major lexical paradigms, such as:
 the numerals (though there are non-Chinese colloquial numerals for 'one' and 'two', see below);
 the four directions;
 the four seasons;
 the 12-year cycle.
In addition this layer contains:
 domestic animal names: the dog, cattle, horse;
 horsemanship vocabulary: saddle, girth, reins, manger;
 metal names: silver, copper, iron;
 cultivated plants: rice grain (but not 'paddy'), millet (again, the term indicates that this is a name for the grain, not the plant), wheat, peach, bean;
 wild animal names: the rat, wolf, jackal, fox, deer, yellow weasel;  Buddhist terms: Buddha, stupa;
 names of artefacts: powdered sugar, gunpowder, vegetable oil, wheat flour, tea, medicine, pillow, bed, flight of steps, mirror, charcoal, chopsticks, plate or dish, cooking stove, lock, glue;
 names of tools: the axe, hammer, rope;
 a term for money.
With domesticated plants one notes the absence of American plants, consistent with an early date of borrowing. Note also that although there are names of domesticated plant and animals in this layer, the names of the rice plant, millet plant and pig, perhaps the most prominent targets of food production in the region are missing.
The term for 'gunpowder' is useful for datation purposes: gunpowder (a mixture of sulphur, saltpeter and charcoal) is believed to have been invented in mid-Tang. Overall the cultural contents of the layer is consistent with a Han to Late-Tang date (approx. 100 C.E. -900 C.E.), in full agreement with the phonological characteristics of the layer.
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The real surprise with this layer is the sheer amount of basic vocabulary it contains. On a Swadesh-100 list, we find as many as 47 items matching layer A: big 大 to̲ 21, long 長 tsõ42, small 細 se21, daughter 女人 ɲə33 ɲi21, son 子人 tsɨ33 ɲi21, human (n.) 人間 ɲi21 kã55, dog 犬 khuɑ33, tree 樹 tsɨ21, seed 種子 tsõ33 tsɨ33 , skin 皮 pe42, bone 骨頭 kuɑ̲ 33 tiə42, down, hair 毛 mɑ42, hair (of head) 頭毛 tiə42 mɑ55, eye 眼 ŋue33 , hand 手 sɨ33, belly 腹 fu33, heart 心 ɕĩ55, liver 肝 kɑ55, drink 飲 ə33, bite 咬 ŋɑ̲ 33, hear 聼得 tɕhã55 tiə̲ 33, swim 游水 ɲɑ̃42 ɕy33, come 來 ɣə35, sit 踞 ku21, speak 說 suɑ̲ 33, moon 明月 mi55 ŋuɑ̲ 33, star 星 ɕã55, water 水 ɕy33, sand 沙子 so55 tsɨ55, earth 土沙thu33 sa33, cloud 雲 vã42, smoke 煙子 ɲi55 tsɨ33, fire 火 xue33, path 途 thu33 (actually 'road'), red 赤 tsha̲ 33, green 綠 lu33, yellow 黃 ŋo42, white 白 pa̲ 21, black 黑 xə̲ 33, midnight 夜 jo21, full 滿 mɑ33, new 新 ɕĩ55, round 圓 ŋue42, dry 乾 kɑ55, fly (v.) 飛 fa55, flesh 肌 ka42, die 死 ɕi33.
However, two facts must be borne in mind:
 Only a small portion of these items (words like 'skin', 'hair' (of head), 'come', 'sit', 'fire') clearly belong to the early part of layer A; many, like 'big', 'long', 'small', 'woman', 'man', 'human being', 'tree', 'skin', 'feather', 'hand', 'belly' etc., have phonological characteristics indicative of the later part of the layer: even if Bai was most closely related to Chinese, these words could not be shared by Bai and Chinese as a result of common inheritance.
 There is also a sizeable number of non-Chinese, Sino-Tibetan-related basic vocabulary items in Bai, to be examined in the next section.
The Tibeto-Burman layer
The Bai lexicon contains a non-Chinese, Sino-Tibetan (henceforth 'ST') layer which we call Tibeto-Burman (henceforth 'TB') here for ease of reference, although the existence of a Tibeto-Burman branch of ST needs to be supported by a body of shared innovations. Given the lack of wholly explicit systems of reconstruction for either Tibeto-Burman or Sino-Tibetan (Sagart, 2006 ), it has not been possible to constrain our study of the TB lexicon in Bai using sound correspondences between Bai and a reconstructed TB or ST pronunciation. In Lee and Sagart (1998) , we compared Jianchuan Bai words with Proto-Loloish reconstructions by D. Bradley (1979) . We tentatively ascribed Bai words to the TB layer when (a) they could not be related to a Chinese etymon by means of the segmental and tonal correspondences extracted from our study of layers B1, B2 and A, and (b) ('<_' means 'morpheme extracted from the word for _') Table 9 : words shared by Bai and Proto-Loloish (Bradley 1979) hal-00781005, version 1 -25 Jan 2013
One notes terms for 'pig feed' and 'paddy rice', showing this layer originates in a more rural population than layers A, B1 or B2.
On the basis of the comparisons such as those in Table 9 and of sound correspondences we detected in them, we argued that Bai was probably Loloish. In a rejoinder, Matisoff (2001) offered a number of additional comparisons, arguing that when Jianchuan tones are replaced in a general Bai context, including other Bai dialects, the correspondences we detected between Bai and Loloish become less clear. 10 We will reserve discussion of Bai vs. Loloish for another occasion.
We now identify Bai basic words on a Swadesh-100 list which we regard as being of Although this list is quantitatively limited, it is more basic in character than the list of 47
Chinese-Bai matches on the Swadesh-100 list presented above: it contains in particular three personal pronouns, a demonstrative pronoun, and the lower numerals 'one' and 'two'.
Determining the genetic layer in Bai
Archaeologists derive relative chronologies of cultural layers based on stratigraphy: older cultural layers are lower in the ground than more recent ones. Are there sites in languages where successive language strata are stratified in an obvious fashion ? we believe the numeral system of a language is one. It is very generally the case that when a language borrows some numerals under ten from another language, the borrowed numerals will form a continuous set beginning with 9 and ending with a lower numeral (such as 9-8-7-6 or 9-8-7-6-5-4-3) . If any indigenous numerals survive, they will form another continuous set below the lowest borrowed numeral (such as 5-4-3-2-1 or 2-1).
In Bai, all numerals above 'two' are Chinese. For 'one' and 'two', however, we find two competing sets: a set of forms of Chinese origin: ji̲ 33, ji35 'one' and ni̲ 33 'two'; and a set of forms of TB origin: ɑ21 'one' and kõ33 'two' (Table 10 ). The Chinese-related numerals cannot be used in this most basic and colloquial function. This shows that the Chinese-related numerals, which belong to layer A, are borrowed, and that the TB numerals are inherited. In other words, layer A is borrowed and the TB layer is genetic. This fits well with our observation that the TB layer, although smaller in size than the any of the Chinese layers, is more basic in character.
Summary and conclusion
We have identified four chronological strata in the Bai lexicon. The genetic layer is SinoTibetan, and clearly non-Chinese. It contains the personal pronouns, the numerals for 'one'
and 'two', and other items making up at least 12% of a Swadesh 100-word list. The cultural vocabulary ascribable to this layer includes words relating to rice cultivation and the raising of Let us illustrate the stratification of the Bai vocabulary using the word 'two' (Table 11 ) and other examples (Table 12) . We believe the three forms of 二 'two' in layer A were borrowed from Chinese at different periods, as part of different lexical items: ne̲ ̲ 33 early, as an independent word used in literary contexts and in counting objects above ten; ni21 later on, exclusively in 'twenty' ni21 ɕi21, which must have displaced an earlier ne33 tsa21; za21 in the late Middle Chinese period, in expressions like 二三月 za21 sɑ55 ŋuɑ̲ 33 'spring'; and finally a55 from Jianchuan Mandarin, in words like 'Monday' and 'two-stringed violin' . Note that 二 was never borrowed as an independent word, used for counting objects in twos. In that most basic function, Bai uses kõ33, a non-Chinese form with cognates in Jingpo and other ST languages. There, precisely, lies the interest of Bai, a language which has borrowed almost half the words on a Swadesh-100 list from Chinese, while its genetic layer contains less than fifteen matches on the same list. To that extent, Bai is counterevidence to Starostin's claim (1995a: 395) that there are limits to lexical borrowing, specifically that a language cannot borrow more than 15 % of a Swadesh 100-word list. Starostin argued that once a language has reached that stage, its speakers will shift to the dominant language. Bai shows that this is not the case. The genetic layer in a language cannot be determined mechanistically by looking at the number of matches on a basic vocabulary list.
Bai may be considered one of the world's borrowing champions. How it could borrow so many items from Chinese in the approximately 1000-year period between early Han and Late
Tang is not known. Presumably there was intimate contact, widespread bilingualism in Bai cities, probably also high levels of literacy in Chinese, combined with factors favoring the maintenance of Bai in the face of cultural pressure. A contrario, that almost no basic vocabulary was borrowed from Mandarin in the course of 700 years since the Yuan dynasty suggests that present-day generalized Bai-Mandarin bilingualism is recent.
